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STOTHERM RENDER SYSTEM

20mm DRAINED CAVITY

WALL UNDERLAY TO BE CONTINUOUS THROUGH TO FRAMED SUB FLOOR WALL

STOTHERM RENDER SYSTEM

INTERIOR LINING

TIMBER FRAMING

TO NZS 3604

FLOORING

DIRECT FIXED FIBRE CEMENT SHEET

STOTHERM PANEL FIXING

STOTHERM FIXING

STO uPVC VENTED BASE CAP

DIRECT FIXED FIBRE CEMENT SHEET

STOARMAT RENDER SYSTEM

NOTE: FRAMED SUBFLOOR WALL OR BASEMENT - NOT SUITABLE AS A WALL CLADDING WHERE E2/AS1 RISK MATRIX IS ABOVE 6

STOTHERM PANEL FIXING

STO uPVC VENTED BASE CAP

DIRECT FIXED FIBRE CEMENT SHEET

STOARMAT RENDER SYSTEM

STOTHERM INSULATED FACADE SYSTEM

FC SHEET - FRAMED SUB FLOOR CLADDING

STO 823

2017
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1. In extra high wind zones increase flashing cover to 60mm min. and use a rigid underlay.